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Abstract

Cloud computing, building on the idea of “computation as a public utility”
is made possible by the increased network capabilities in terms of bandwidth
and reduced latency. Today, the cloud paradigm today sees adoption in many
businesses, given its advantages not only from a customer point of view (e.g.,
universal access to the same applications across all company branches), but also
from the application provider and network operator perspective (e.g., software
updates no longer need to be distributed). To be able to offer cloud computing
services efficiently, service providers need not just an infrastructure comprising
both network and IT resources, but especially a control system that is able to
orchestrate such integrated network and IT services. This paper offers a new
proposal for such a system: an enhanced network control plane, the NCP+,
which is based on a GMPLS control plane with a Hierarchical Path Computation
Element (PCE) architecture able to jointly make network routing and IT server
provisioning decisions. Indeed, in the assumed cloud paradigm, a user generally
does not care what exact server the offered service is using, as long as its service
requirements are met: the anycast principle applies. The paper discusses (i) the
architecture of the NCP+, (ii) two IT-aware aggregation mechanisms to be used
in the hierarchical PCE approach, and (iii) routing and scheduling algorithms
for those aggregation mechanisms. We conclude this work with a thorough
simulation analysis of the aggregation and routing/scheduling policies showing
that Full Mesh aggregation where the domain topology is represented by a
complete graph, although less scalable in terms of computation time, is able to
provision efficiently using the proposed load balancing routing and scheduling
policy. However, for a scenario with stringent IT requirements, Star could be
used in parallel for scenarios where end-to-end setup times are important.
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1. Introduction

The adoption of cloud computing, as a manifestation of the “utility comput-
ing” idea suggested back in 1961 by J. McCarthy, can be seen as a next step in an
evolution to gradually push functionality further into the network, enabled by
the evolution of, e.g., optical networking (which meets high bandwidth and low
latency requirements of applications varying from consumer-oriented, over more
stringent business-driven to scientific cases) [1]. This shift to network-based so-
lutions not only has benefits for users (no local configurations, automatic back-
ups, etc.) but is also interesting for the network and service provider: updates
and improvements are simpler because instead of pushing software updates to
the users, the service provider only needs to update the software copy in the
data center. Moreover, these services can run at a low cost as IT resources can
be shared among many users.

With cloud computing, the network interactions evolved from point-to-point
to interworking of many distributed components. Moreover, some services may
involve multiple geographically dispersed data centers (e.g., replicas to improve
throughput and reduce latency). This all implies the need for the service
provider to offer joint provisioning of IT resources at multiple data center sites as
well as their interconnection. Isolated and statically interconnected data centers
are evolving towards warehouse scale computing data centers [2] where network
connectivity cannot rely on traditional transport technologies [3]. Optical net-
works with Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) are the ideal candidate
for the required low-latency and high-bandwidth network connectivity.

Traditionally, a network provider aiming to provide cloud services is required
to make substantial investments in the integration of the variety of platforms op-
erating over the heterogeneous resources within his management system. Thus,
there is a need for an automated and combined control mechanism for IT and
network resources to ensure service continuity, efficient use of resources, ser-
vice performance guarantees, scalability and manageability. These goals can
be achieved either by reusing and combining existing separate IT and network
management systems, or by developing new joint platforms. However, the for-
mer solution still implies substantial human intervention, and the efficiency of
the whole system is bounded by the limits of the separate components [4]. In-
stead, deploying an integrated control plane would enable both scalability and
efficient operation over the network and IT infrastructure, which is what this
paper presents.

Note that in a cloud context, it is common to have multiple data center sites
offering the same functionality (cf. aforementioned replication), which implies
the flexibility to choose the most suitable resource(s). This model amounts to
anycast routing, solving the problem of selecting a route to one target desti-
nation chosen from a set of nodes, as opposed to unicast where the source-
destination pair is known in advance. Anycast has been shown to be beneficial
for the overall network performance, either in terms of network survivability
[5, 6], impairment avoidance [7], energy minimization [8, 9] or blocking prob-
ability reduction [10]. Consequently, the control mechanism of an integrated
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network and IT infrastructure to select both the data center (i.e., the IT end
point, without initially specifying its location) and the network resources (the
path to the chosen IT end point) becomes critical for guaranteeing an efficient
operation of the entire infrastructure. In this paper we refer to such a service
as a Network and IT Provisioning Service (NIPS), where IT capacity is dynam-
ically requested in combination with the network services among the selected
sites, with a network capacity tailored to the real-time application requirements.

This paper introduces a set of extensions to a Generalized Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (GMPLS)[11] and Hierarchical Path Computation Element (H-
PCE)-based [12] network control plane, referred to as NCP+ , to enable anycast
path computation for NIPS requests in a multi-domain optical scenario, com-
prising also the IT resources (i.e., servers). The contribution of this paper is
threefold: (i) we propose the enhancement of GMPLS/H-PCE modules to dis-
seminate and process IT resource information in the NCP+, both in terms of
routing and signalling functionalities, (ii) discuss the main extensions to the
existing Path Computation Element Protocol (PCEP) to disseminate the IT
resource information and (iii) propose joint network and IT path computation
and topology representation algorithms used by the PCEs and evaluate them
in simulation case studies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
related work, while in Section 3 we introduce the NCP+ architecture, propose
new modules and PCEP protocol extensions in order to disseminate IT resource
information. In Section 4 we lay out the options for topology representation,
routing and resource allocation algorithms. In Section 5 we present our simula-
tion analysis demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed NCP+ algorithms
in terms of service blocking. We summarize our final conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related work

2.1. Converged network and IT control architectures

Prior attempts to an architecture managing and controlling network and
IT resources simultaneously, mainly stem from the grid computing world. In
grid computing users create applications (jobs) which are scheduled to some
server. Many of these jobs also require network bandwidth (large transfers of
data) and consequently a network path needs to be reserved between several
source-destination pairs. Cloud computing builds on this concept (similar co-
ordination of resources is required), but manifests itself in more commercially
oriented scenarios [1]. A key characteristic of cloud computing is its scalability:
cloud providers virtualize their resources. This enables them to operate the
infrastructure cost-effectively (avoid overprovisioning), to migrate virtual ma-
chines to other servers (making relocation possible [5]) and to share resources in
a safe way. Working from the bottom up, there are three models for cloud com-
puting: (1) Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), (2) Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
and (3) Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
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With IaaS, companies rent the network and IT resources, with pre-loaded
operating systems and barely anything else (these resources are sometimes pro-
vided as virtualized resources). IaaS users then load their own applications and
platforms. In SaaS on the other hand, Cloud providers really offer a complete
application that is directly usable by the consumer In between we find PaaS,
where consumers rent infrastructure with a development platform which enables
them to create SaaS services. Our integrated network control plane has been
developped for the IaaS paradigm: once the resources have been reserved, how
can we efficiently control and provision services on them?

A control plane able to control an integrated network and IT infrastructure,
requires three components: (1) a signalling component to set up the service,
(2) a provisioning strategy in order to choose IT end points and routes to these
resources and (3) the control/management plane to glue evertyhing together
and provide the service. In what follows we will investigate prior attemps for
such control systems and compare them to our NCP+ proposal, using the re-
quirements above.

One attempt for an integrated control plane spanning both the network
and the IT resources in the context of grid computing has been created by the
Phosphorus project [13] [14]. Phosphorus created an enhanced version of the
ASON/GMPLS control plane to both monitor and co-allocate network and grid
resources (denoted as Grid GMPLS or G2MPLS). Basically, it represents the
grid resources as network nodes with special capabilities and distributes this
extra grid information the same way as the network resource information using
OSPF-TE. G2MPLS adopts a fully distributed path computation architecture:
computations are performed by the ingress GMPLS controller (where the re-
quest originates), which means that all GMPLS controllers need to have the full
view of the infrastructure, implying the need to disseminate OSPF-TE messages
across all controllers. This contrasts with the hierarchical PCE architecture we
adopt for the advertisement of the IT resources: since the path computation is
centralized on dedicated PCE servers, resource updates are limited to these en-
tities and not flooded among the GMPLS controllers (see Section 3). Moreover,
our NCP+ provides a cloud-oriented web service interface, with a centralized
access point for all the NCP+ provisioning services (service request, service
monitoring and IT advertisement). This interface follows the paradigms of the
REpresentational State Transfer (REST) model, commonly adopted in the cur-
rent cloud environments and, in contrast with the Phosphorus approach, hides
all the complexity of the internal network protocols, like OSPF-TE. This aspect
is fundamental to allow an easy integration of the NCP+ into existing man-
agement systems for cloud resources and infrastructures. Finally, the semantics
used to represent the IT resources within the NCP+ derives from the more re-
cent Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) [15] standards as opposed to the
grid-oriented Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment (GLUE) standards [16]
used in Phosphorus.

The EnLIGHTened (ENL) Computing Project had the same objective as
the Phosphorus project: create an environment able to dynamically request any
kind of resource (e.g., computers, storage, instruments and high-bandwidth net-
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work paths). It is based on the Highly-Available Resource Co-allocator (HARC)
[17], which is an open-source system that allows clients to reserve multiple dis-
tributed resources in a single step as if they were one resource (known as atom-
icity). The general architecture consists of Clients which generate resource co-
allocation requests, Acceptors which make the reservations and lastly Resource
managers which talk to local schedulers for each resource. There are two impor-
tant Resource Managers: (i) Compute Resource Manager which communicates
with some batch scheduler (e.g, Moab, Torque or Maui) and (ii) Network Re-
source Manager [18] which sends commands (with the fully specified route in
an Explicit Route Object) to the GMPLS controller at the path’s ingress point.

The G-Lambda project provides a standard web service interface between
applications and the grid resource managers and network managers provided by
existing network operators. In essence, the proposed architecture works with a
central Grid Resource Scheduler (GRS) which accepts requests specifying the
required number of CPUs and bandwidth. The GRS then sends its commands
to two entities: (i) Computing Resource Managers which reserves the computing
resources and (ii) Network Resource Management System which provisions the
network paths using GMPLS.

For both the G-Lambda and ENL project, multi-domain connections are
computed as follows: a local network resource broker communicates with the
other resource brokers of the other domains to ask for network path quotations
[19]. There are no state updates between the resource brokers (only for the inter-
domain links) and consequently, the inter-domain path and end-points at the
domain boundaries must be known beforehand. Hence, network optimization is
limited to intra-domain path computations, as the inter-domain paths are fixed.
Our NCP+ uses a hierarchical PCE architecture, where an abstracted view of
the infrastructure is known by a central entity. Based on this abstracted infor-
mation, both the network end-points and the paths towards them are computed,
optimizing the complete infrastructure.

2.2. Path computation methods

Path computation in the NCP+ is performed by dedicated PCEs [12]. A
PCE holds topology information and can be queried by a Path Computation
Client (PCC) to determine end-to-end paths. The PCE typically stores its in-
formation in a Traffic Engineering Database (TED) and uses this information to
perform constrained path computation. PCE-based path computation has been
extensively studied [20], especially to facilitate inter-domain service provision-
ing. The PCE proposals for inter-domain path computation for unicast requests
(e.g., where both source and destination are explicitly and univocally specified)
can be classified into three categories, referred to as Per-Domain PCE (PD-
PCE), peer-to-peer PCE (P2P-PCE) and hierarchical PCE (H-PCE). In what
follows we will explain them and explain which options best fits the anycast
paradigm.
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2.2.1. Per-Domain PCE path computation

In a Per-Domain approach [21], the route to a destination in another do-
main is fixed (pre-computed or based on operator policies). For inter-domain
path computations, each path segment within a domain is computed during the
signaling process by each entry node of the domain up to the next-hop exit
node of that same domain. When an entry border node fails to find a route,
boundary re-routing crankback signalling [22] can be used: a cranckback mes-
sage is send to the entry border node of the domain and a new exit border node
is chosen. This mechanism has several flaws: (i) the PD solution starts from
an already known domain sequence which does not allow to optimize the com-
plete infrastructure, (ii) this method does not guarantee an optimal constrained
path and (iii) the method may require several crankback signaling messages,
thus increasing signaling traffic and delaying the LSP setup. Consequently, PD
path computation is not a suitable method for anycast path computation in a
multi-domain, optical network scenario.

2.2.2. Backward Recursive Path Computation

The P2P-PCE architectures use the Backward Recursive Path Computation
(BRPC) algorithm [23] to compute paths in a multi-domain scenario. The PCEs
are provided with a pre-configured domain chain (based on agreements between
infrastructure operators) and then create a Virtual Shortest Path Tree (VSPT)
from the destination to the source. The VSPT is initialized from the ending
node in the destination domain and is extended to all border nodes which are
connected to the upstream domain in the provided domain chain. The process
is repeated recursively by each domain up until the source domain, which can
compute the optimal end-to-end path. A comparison between PCE based path
computation techniques and signaling based path computation schemes such as
RSVP and RSVP-with-crankback is presented in [24]. The use of this technique
is limited for dynamic anycast path computations: multiple domain paths need
to be considered (there are multiple IT end points spread over multiple domains)
which would result in the concurrent computation of multiple VSPTs, where the
path segment computation is not coordinated from a central entity and cannot
be optimized.

2.2.3. Hierarchical PCE

Another approach to compute multi-domain paths in the network, which is
used in our proposal for the NCP+, is to have a Hierarchical PCE (H-PCE)
architecture which is similar to the routing area hierarchy as proposed in the
Private Network-to-Network Interface (P-NNI) [25]. In H-PCE, a parent PCE
is in charge of coordinating the end-to-end path computation, through multiple
node-to-node intra-domain requests to its child PCEs located along the can-
didate inter-domain path. In H-PCE, (i) the domain path is not required to
be pre-configured since it can be dynamically computed by the parent PCE it-
self, (ii) no critical information is required for inter-domain LSP calculation and
(iii) no sharing of intra-domain information (topology, policies, etc.) with other
domains is necessary. Consequently, H-PCE suits the anycast routing model
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perfectly. We note that there are several ongoing projects which employ H-
PCE as a key element for the path calculation in both management and control
plane architectures: ONE [26], MAINS [27] and STRONGEST [28] are some
of these H-PCE related projects which are pushing PCE based architectures,
extending PCEP protocol and pushing the standardization in several forums.
However, the use of H-PCE for anycast path computation in multi-domain in-
frastructures comprising both network domains and IT end points has not yet
been investigated.

2.3. Topology aggregation Techniques

In H-PCE provisioning, the child topologies are abstracted into a single
aggregated topology. This mechanism is mainly used to overcome scalability and
confidentiality issues, which are inherent in the multi-domain scenario. Previous
works that addressed the aggregation problem provided the following taxonomy
[29]: (i) Single Node aggregation where a domain is represented by a single
node, (ii) Star aggregation where the domain is characterized by a star and
(iii) Full Mesh (FM ) aggregation where the domain is represented by a full
mesh topology of its border nodes.

The work described in [30] compares the single node aggregation with FM
and investigates two wavelength selection schemes, showing a notable reduction
in light path blocking using FM . The authors of [31] have compared the three
topology abstraction mechanisms, in terms of blocking probability, network load
and inter-domain connection cost. Apart from these aggregation schemes, they
also propose a hybrid form where, depending on the ratio of border nodes to the
total nodes of a domain, FM or Star aggregation is used. Results confirm that
independently of traffic intensity, single node aggregation leads to an intolerable
service blocking. The Star mechanism performs better then single node, but
cannot achieve the same efficiency as FM . In high load scenario’s, all aggregation
schemes achieve the same amount of blocking, while FM is still able to achieve
a higher channel occupation. Based on these works we have opted to use FM
and Star as possible candidates for the aggregation techniques for the integrated
network and IT infrastructure of the NCP+. We finally refer to a comprehensive
survey [20] of inter-domain peering and provisioning solutions.

3. NCP+ architectural model

3.1. General overview

To date, GMPLS [11] is one of the de facto control planes, widely applied
in today’s access to backbone networks. The GMPLS control plane is divided
into two components: (i) the signaling protocol (i.e., RSVP-TE [32]) used to re-
serve network resources along a path and establish connections in the transport
network and (ii) the routing protocol (i.e., OSPF-TE [33]) used to announce
the resource capabilities and availabilities in the network. The general NCP+
architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. We organize the IT resources in multiple
“IT domains”, called IT Sites (IT-S). Each IT-S includes different types of IT
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resources that are locally controlled through an IT Manager (IT-M) (e.g., Open-
Nebula1) and we assume that all the IT resources belonging to a single IT-S are
connected to a single network domain. The IT-M is the entity in charge of the
management of the IT resources and is able to interact with a new component,
called the NIPS Client. It is responsible for triggering the procedures for pro-
visioning the network resources associated to the cloud service. In particular,
the NIPS Client translates the description of the requested service to a set of
requirements compliant with the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) established
between the operator and its customer. These requirements are propagated to
the NIPS Server, which acts as a centralized service access point for each net-
work domain on the NCP+ side and triggers the necessary actions to establish
the connectivity service (path computation, signaling, etc.). Note however, that
the IT-M and the GMPLS control plane remain responsible for the final “config-
uration” of the resources in their own scope: the IT-M generates the commands
to configure the IT resources, while the NCP+ manages the commands on the
network side. This principle is based on the fundamental requirement to limit
the impact required by the integration of the NCP+ functionalities on existing
IT-Ms, which will facilitate the adoption of the solution in already deployed IT
environments.

3.2. NIPS Client and NIPS Server

The interaction between the IT-S and NCP+ takes place in the NIPS User-
To-Network-Interface (NIPS UNI) [34]) as shown in Fig. 2, which is a REpre-
sentational State Transfer (REST) service-to-network interface based on HTTP
between the NIPS client and the NIPS Server. The NIPS UNI enables the
NIPS Client to request enhanced transport network connectivity services, re-
ceive notifications about the status of the established services and advertise the
capability and availability of the local IT resources. This approach limits the
impact on existing cloud middleware, since it only requires the introduction of
a specific client to request transport network connections. The complexity of
the network side protocols, for signaling and routing, is completely transparent
for the IT-M, since it is entirely managed within the NCP+. On the NIPS
server side, the REST messages are translated into the related network proto-
col messages (e.g., for signalling). The NIPS Server implements a UNI-Client
(UNI-C) to interact with the transport network GMPLS controllers through
their UNI-Network (UNI-N) component. Fig. 2 shows that the NIPS server,
implementing the UNI-C, serves as a sort of proxy between the NIPS client
and the UNI-N of the GMPLS controller. Consequently, all the service requests
issued by the NIPS Client over the NIPS UNI are translated into RSVP-TE
messages and propagated to the UNI-N of the corresponding GMPLS controller
(i.e., the ingress node where the IT-S is attached to). For the advertisement of
IT resources towards the NCP+, the NIPS server implements a Path Computa-
tion Client (PCC) to push the received information into the associated routing

1http://opennebula.org/
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Figure 1: Overview of the modules of the proposed NCP+. The dotted lines represent modules
interacting with each other, using the stated protocol or interface.
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Figure 2: Interfaces and signaling between different modules in the NCP+

controller (i.e., the child PCE) on the NCP+.

3.3. IT resource advertisement

In order to enable inter-domain IT-aware path computation, an advertise-
ment mechanism has to be defined to propagate the IT resource availabilities
within each network domain (i.e., at the child PCE level) and at the parent
PCE. In the specific case of anycast service provisioning, the choice of the IT
end points of the connectivity service is made by the parent PCE. In the NCP+
architecture shown in Fig. 1 we propose the PCEP Notify message to update
IT resource information: the child PCE collects IT advertisements in the form
of PCEP Notify messages sent by the PCC of the NIPS Server. The same
mechanism is in place between the child PCE and the parent PCE. With that
information in place, the parent PCE can take into account not only network
Traffic Engineering (TE) parameters, but also additional attributes describing
capabilities and availabilities of the IT resources. On the other hand, the net-
work parameters are sent using the conventional OSPF-TE protocol from the
GMPLS controllers to the child PCE, and from this child PCE to the parent
PCE.

3.3.1. PCEP notify protocol extension

In the NCP+, advertisements about IT resources capabilities and availabili-
ties at the IT-S are notified from the NIPS server to the PCE(s) through PCEP
Notify (PCNtf) messages properly extended with a set of new Type-Length-
Values (TLV). When the NIPS Server receives a new IT advertisement over
the NIPS UNI, the PCC implemented within the NIPS Server generates a new
PCNtf message that is sent to the child PCE responsible for path computa-
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Name Descritpion
QUERY sent from a parent PCE server to a child PCE and used to query

all the IT resource information stored at the child PCE.
UPDATE sent between modules which need to update information for a

new or modified IT resource.
DELETE sent between modules which need to delete an existing IT re-

source.

Table 1: New notification values used in the extensions of the PCEP protocol.

Name Description
IT TLV provides generic information about the overall advertisement

(see Figure 3), including the identifier of the originating IT site,
the type of advertisement (i.e., resource add, remove, or up-
date), and its trigger (e.g., synchronization, resource failure,
resource modification from administration, etc.).

Storage

TLV

describes the parameters associated with storage resources (e.g.,
Storage Size).

Server

TLV

describes the parameters associated with a server (e.g., Opera-
tion System, Memory).

Table 2: New TLV values for the PCEP extention.

tion within the local domain, which in turn forwards the received PCNtf to the
parent PCE.

The extended PCNtf messages for IT advertisement are compliant with the
generic format described in [35]. The following new value for for the Notification
Type (NT) is defined: IT resource information (0x04). For the Notification
Values (NV) we have defined three new values, listed in Table 1. The description
of the IT resources is included in the optional TLV, using three new top-level
TLVs, shown in Table 2. The Storage and Server TLVs are structured in further
sub-TLVs (details see [36]). Each of them describes specific characteristics of
the resource and can be structured in sub-TLVs themselves. This approach
provides a flexible mechanism to notify a partial description of the resources,
fundamental in case of resources updates involving a limited set of parameters
or when the IT operator restricts the range of information to be disclosed to
the network operator.

4. Path Computation

The overall procedure for a NIPS request calculation is performed as follows
(i) first an IT-S is selected, on the basis of the specific scheduling algorithm
(which are described in Section 4.3) and (ii) later on a path to this IT-S is
chosen (using a specific routing algorithm described in Section 4.2). Note that
there is no backtracking, i.e., if the IT-S selected in step (i) later on is no longer
reachable (because of a congested network) in step (ii), the request is blocked.
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PCEPRep

NIPSClient
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Figure 3: Path computation sequence diagram for H-PCE in NCP+

The path computation function (the routing) is a key feature to automate
efficient provisioning of both computing resources and network connectivity tai-
lored to the service needs. As already indicated, the NCP+ adopts a hierarchi-
cal architecture where a parent PCE is in charge of coordinating the end-to-end
path computation through multiple intra-domain requests to its child PCEs. In
our H-PCE model there is one centralized point (the parent PCE) maintain-
ing a global view (without internal details) of all the domains, including the
attached IT-S. These domains in turn all have a child PCE server to compute
intra-domain paths. As can been seen in Fig. 3, the end-to-end path compu-
tation is triggered by a NIPS service request sent by the NIPS client. Upon
receiving a NIPS request, the NIPS server notifies its collocated PCC, which
sends a path computation request (PCReq) to the child PCE that is located in
the same domain. This initially computes paths from the requesting node to all
of the domain edge nodes after which it sends a PCReq message to its parent
PCE. The parent PCE computes a candidate inter-domain path according to
its own higher-level topology. The related child PCEs are asked to compute the
candidate edge-to-edge path segments which are then combined into the result-
ing end-to-end path and returned to the ingress child PCE which notifies the
PCC of the NIPS Server. There is an observation to be made here: the ingress
child PCE initially computes paths to all the border nodes. The motivation is
that the parent PCE computes a path with the first node on that path always
being a border node, without any connectivity information on reaching that
border node from the requesting source node. Hence, the child PCE provides
this information in its request to the parent PCE, which in turn is able to choose
its first border node based on correct intra-domain availability information.
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Figure 4: The different abstraction methodes.

4.1. Topology abstraction

The parent PCE has an aggregated or abstracted view of the topology, with-
out any specifics, of each of its child domains. This has two main reasons: (i)
confidentiality, as by aggregating, the actual topology of the domains is hidden
from the other domains and (ii) scalability, because the end-to-end path com-
putation problem is decomposed and solved over a reduced number of nodes.

In this paper we will discuss and compare two proposals for aggregation
schemes: Full Mesh (FM ) and Star aggregation. These aggregation policies are
enhanced versions of existing network topology abstractions [20, 29] that only
consider network resources: we also incorporate representation of IT resources.
In what follows we describe these aggregation techniques and show how to ex-
tend them in order for the parent PCE to perform anycast path computations.

In the following section we consider a WDM network G = (V,E,DC) where
V is the set of nodes, E the set of edges and DC the set of IT-S. The network
is divided into D domains Gi =

(
V i, Ei, DCi

)
where domain Gi comprises

∣∣V i∣∣
nodes,

∣∣Ei∣∣ edges and
∣∣DCi∣∣ IT end points. For each domain we also denote

Bi ⊆ V i as the set of border nodes.

4.1.1. Full Mesh Abstraction

The aggregated FM topology (see Fig. 4) is a transformation of the original
topology where the ith domain Gi =

(
V i, Ei, DCi

)
is transformed into a graph
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Gi∗ =
(
V i∗ , E

i
∗, DC

i
∗
)

containing the border nodes b ∈ Bi and the IT end points
dc ∈ DCi. The border nodes in that subgraph are connected by a full mesh
(∀k, l ∈ V i∗ : k 6= l create virtual edge e(k, l)) and every data center node
is connected to every network node (∀k ∈ DCi∗,∀l ∈ Vi create virtual edge
e(k, l)). The inter-domain links are then copied into the aggregated topology.
The virtual links are assigned a cost, computed by the child PCE responsible
for that domain. The child PCE computes a path p between all node pairs and
calculates its physical length together with a wavelength availability bitmap
which indicates if wavelength λ is available on all links along path p. The
bitmap ωp for a path p is computed in eq. 1 (bl is the wavelength bitmap for
link l).

ωp =
∧
l∈p

bl (1)

This information is sent in a Label State Update (LSU) message from the
child PCE to the parent PCE (as part of OSPF-TE). As IT resources are not
abstracted, IT information is copied and sent from the child PCE to the parent
PCE using a PCEP notify message.

The advantage of this aggregation mechanism is that we have a fairly ac-
curate view of the topology and consequently we can compute paths using this
detailed wavelength availability. Conversely, the topology can become quite big
(n2 − n links per domain comprising n border nodes and IT resources), which
limits the scalability advantage of using a H-PCE method and increases the
time needed for path computation.

4.1.2. Star Abstraction

When transforming a domain into a Star topology, as depicted in Fig. 4, a
graph is created that comprises all the border nodes connected to a single virtual
node, i.e. ∀Gi =

(
V i, Ei, DCi

)
create ni∗ and connect it to every b ∈ Bi. This

ni∗ will not only serve as a connection point for the border nodes, but is also the
representation of an aggregated IT endpoint in that domain. All inter-domain
links are then copied into the topology.

Assigning link weights for the Star aggregation is more complex than for
FM , as all possible paths between a certain pair of border or IT nodes, are ab-
stracted into a single two-link path in the Star topology. We will compare three
approaches to compute the availability ωl (number of available wavelengths)
and a length metric |l| for each virtual link l with one of the border nodes as a
source. Links with the virtual node as a source have no special meaning and are
always available with length metric 0, which means that the length of a path
from a border node to any other border node of the same domain is always the
same.

1. Binary: each virtual link in the aggregated topology receives a binary
availability and unit length. The link metric is set to unavailable (i.e. it
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has infinte weight) when the network it abstracts lacks resources to set up
additional traffic between the link’s border node and the IT-S node.

ωl =

{
1 if available

∞ if unavailable
(2)

|l| = 1 (3)

2. Avg : for each border node b ∈ Bi, we calculcate a set Sb of intra-domain
paths to every other border domain node and IT-S. The number of avail-
able wavelengths for the virtual link l connecting b with to the central
node is then calculated as the average number of free wavelengths from
the availability maps from the calculated paths (computed as in eq. 1)
while the length is the average of the path lengths from the paths p ∈ Sb.
(We denote the number of available wavelengths in a bitmap ωp as ωλp and
the length of path p as |p|).

ωl =
1

|Sb|
.
∑
p∈Sb

ωλp (4)

|l| = 1

|Sb|
.
∑
p∈Sb

|p| (5)

3. Max : for each link l, connecting border node b with the central node,
we calculate the same set Sb as for Avg, but now ωl equals ωλp for path
p ∈ Sb with the highest number of available wavelengths, while the length
|l| corresponds to the actual length of that respective path.

ωl = max
p∈Sb

(
ωλp
)

(6)

|l| = |p| : max
p∈Sb

(
ωλp
)

(7)

With Star abstraction, the resulting aggregated topology is considerably
smaller (2n if n is the number of border nodes), improving the scalability of
H-PCE and minimizing the path computation time at the parent PCE. More-
over, employing Bin limits the label state updates (LSU) to updates for the
inter-domain links. However, the drawback is that computed paths may be
suboptimal, leading to a potentially higher blocking ratio.

4.2. Routing Algorithms

In this paper we consider three metrics, described in Table 3, used by a
shortest path routing algorithm (e.g., Dijkstra), employed by the PCE child
and parent modules. (We denote the weight for link l as π(l)).
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Figure 5: The topology considered for the simulations, taken from [38]. The dark grey nodes
represent the nodes that have an attached IT-S.

4.3. Scheduling Algorithms

We consider a number of IT-S scheduling strategies listed in Table Table 4,
which we apply for Star and FM aggregation. These scheduling mechanisms
use the exact information of the IT-S for the FM abstraction. Star however,
aggregates a domain’s IT information into one virtual node, for which we average
all the information per domain (current processing load, maximum available
capacity, etc.) and send it to the PCE child.

5. Simulation Results

The performance of the different aggregation mechanisms and routing al-
gorithms is evaluated by simulation. We have built a simulation environment
based on OMNeT2, which is fully described in [39]. A 9 domain, 72 node optical
network has been considered, with 18 data centers as shown in Fig. 5. There
are 38 border nodes and 96 bidirectional links (of which 24 inter domain links).
Each intra-domain and inter-domain link accommodates 32 and 64 wavelengths
respectively and we consider a network with wavelength conversion. Hence, the

2http://www.omnetpp.org/
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Name Description
SP Physical length Shortest Path routing: π(l) = |l|
AV For each link l use its current fraction of used wavelengths:

π(l) = ωl

ωtotal
where ωtotal represents the total number of wave-

lengths of link l and ωl the number of active wavelengths. AV
forces links with a higher load to be less likely used.

AV-L For each link l we use π(l) = |l|× ωl

ωtotal
. This way, the algorithm

favours shorter paths with high availability.

Table 3: Routing metric used by the shortest path algorithm in the parent and child PCE
modules.

Symbol Description
L-max Schedule to the IT-S with the highest current load, concentrat-

ing requests at the same location as much as possible. This
algorithm is used, e.g., when IT energy minimization is of con-
cern [37].

L-Min Choose the IT-S with the lowest current load, performing IT
load balancing.

Closest We schedule to the IT-S which is closest in terms of the employed
link metrics (SP, AV or AV-L).

Random We randomly select an IT-S for benchmarking purposes.

Table 4: Scheduling Mechanisms
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effect of resource fragmentation on blocking in our use case is not present, as
blocking only occurs when there is no more free network or IT capacity. Each
data center has 500 servers. A request originating at a source site asks for
a certain amount of servers that need to be reserved at a destination site of
choice, and one unit of bandwidth (i.e., a wavelength) between the source site
and the chosen destination site. In order to accommodate a request, a destina-
tion site needs to be chosen with enough available capacity and a path needs
to be computed between the source site and the destination site. The numbers
shown in the graphs are averages of 20 simulations with a different seed. The
95% cofidence intervals are very small, so we have opted not to draw them to
make the graphs more clear. We stopped simulation after 200.000 requests have
been processed. In our simulations, the requests are generated using a Poisson
process (with exponentially distributed arrival and service rate) and are sched-
uled following one of the scheduling mechanisms described in Section 4.3. We
apply a uniform traffic profile, where each node in every domain has the same
arrival rate. We only choose among destination sites that can accommodate the
requested capacity; if there are multiple equivalent IT-S (e.g., L-max where two
IT-S have the same load), we choose the IT-S which is closest (in terms of the
metrics used by the routing algorithm).

We have divided the results in two main categories: (i) the network-intensive
scenario where there is always enough IT capacity (i.e., each request only re-
quires one server), thus blocking only occurs because of lack of network resources
(called network blocking) and (ii) the computing-intensive scenario where the
number of requested servers is significant (15 servers), hence blocking occurs
because of either lack of network or IT resources (the latter is called IT block-
ing).

We first investigate the different aggregation schemes separately, trying to
find the best

• scheduling technique (Section 5.1),

• routing algorithm (Section 5.2),

• and network information abstraction methods, (Section 5.3)

for both Star and FM . Subsequently we compare these Star and FM strategies
on service blocking, end-to-end setup time and network control plane load in
Section 5.4.

We do this for:

• the network-intensive scenario, and

• the computing-intensive scenario.

5.1. Scheduling algorithm (network-intensive scenario)

We want to find the best scheduling algorithm terms of service blocking.
Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b show this blocking for FM and Star aggregation respectively.
First, we notice that the best scheduling policy (for both FM and Star) is Closest
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as expected: we schedule to the nearest IT-S minimizing the required number
of network resources and as there is always enough IT capacity, blocking due
to a lack of IT resources never occurs. Secondly, we notice that either IT load
balancing (L-Min) or concentrating requests in one location (L-max ), leads to
a significant service degradation. This is also reflected in Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d,
which show the average network load (defined as the ratio of the number of
active and the total number of wavelengths). Closest requires the least amount
of network resources (as shorter paths are chosen) and L-Min and L-max require
about 24% and 43% more network resources in the FM case. We note that these
qualitative conclusions remain (Closest is always best) for all routing algorithms
and network abstraction methods.

Lastly we note that for Star aggregation, L-max has substantially high net-
work blocking values. The reason is that Star aggregation uses abstracted infor-
mation for its virtual links. Initially, a domain is able to accommodate request
and hence one IT-S is chosen to do this. As more and more requests are sched-
uled to that IT-S, there is a point where no path can be found between one of the
domain’s border nodes and that IT-S. So, although still having enough IT capac-
ity, the IT-S is unable to serve any more request as it has become unreachable
in the real topology, while the abstracted topology tells otherwise. The metrics
used for the Star abstraction cannot reflect this unavailability as one virtual link
abstracts multiple paths. Hence, the scheduling mechanism chooses a reachable
IT-S in the abstracted topology, which is unreachable in the actual topology
and the request is blocked when an intra-domain path needs to be found by
the child PCE responsable. As no requests are provisioned, the network load is
also low (see Fig. 6d). We note that this effect also happens for the computing-
intensive scenario and have chosen not to show the results for Star - L-max for
the computing-intensive scenario.

5.2. Routing Algorithms (network-intensive scenario)

5.2.1. FM Routing algorithms

The impact of routing algorithms on service blocking depends on the schedul-
ing strategy. For scheduling strategies where the destination site remains con-
stant for a certain period (i.e., Closest and L-max ), the difference in service
blocking among varying routing algorithms is minor, which means that optimal
routing amounts to the choice of a shortest path. We do not show the blocking
figures, because of space limitations. For the scheduling strategies where the
destination choice varies more over time (i.e., L-Min and Random), we notice
a subtle distinction between routing algorithms. Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b show that
the network load balancing algorithm (AV routing) minimizes blocking, closely
followed by AV-L and SP. Consequently, when the choice of destination IT-S is
more dynamic during a certain period, the wavelength availability information
is exploited to find better paths, lowering the network blocking.

5.2.2. Star routing algorithms

The distinction between routing algorithms becomes apparent when applied
in Star aggregation. We show the blocking in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b for Clos-
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(a) Network blocking for FM .
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(b) Network blocking for Star .
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(c) Network load for FM .
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(d) Network load for Star .

Figure 6: Network blocking and network load figures for Star and FM aggregation, using AV
as routing algorithm and Avg as information abstraction method for Star for the network-
intensive scenario. Closest scheduling minimizes network blocking and network resource load.
The relative position of the scheduling mechanisms remain the same for routing algorithms
or network abstraction methods.
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(b) Random.

Figure 7: Network blocking figures for L-Min and Random for FM abstraction for the network-
intensive scenario. We can see that AV routing is preferred, but that differences are subtle.
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Figure 8: Network blocking figures for Closest and L-Min scheduling for Star abstraction
(using Avg as information aggregation) for the network-intensive scenario. The differences
between routing algorithms are clearly defined: AV has the best performance, followed by
AV-L and SP.

est and L-Min respectively using Avg information abstraction (but conclusions
also apply for Random and L-max and other information abstraction methods).
Incorporating the aggregated network availability information per border do-
main node into the routing algorithm (i.e., AV and AV-L routing) optimizes the
network blocking: (i) the inter-domain chain can be chosen according to the
abstracted wavelength availability information and (ii) the intra-domain paths
can be optimized using the exact wavelength availability information.

We also note that AV-L never outperforms AV: the wavelength availability
information suffices to find the optimal choice for paths, while the information
on the exact distance of the paths does not play a crucial role.

5.3. Information aggregation (network-intensive scenario)

In Fig. 9 we compare network blocking figures between three methods to
abstract the domain’s information : (i) Bin, (ii) Avg and (iii) Max. Note
that we only include the graph for AV routing with Closest scheduling, but
conclusions qualitatively apply for the other routing/scheduling strategies. We
see that the best way to abstract the information, is averaging the network
information. Max is unable to achieve the same network blocking as Avg:
choosing information from one representative path as abstraction method cannot
attain the same service blocking as an aggregated representation of the whole
domain.

We also note that Closest scheduling with Bin as abstraction method, leads
to pure intra-domain scheduling and routing: all requests are scheduled to one
of the available IT-S in the same domain. The distance from the requesting
source to the domain’s virtual node (abstract IT-S) is either one or unavailable.
Distances to another domain’s virtual node would require a distance larger than
one, and are consequenlty never chosen. This observation confirms the need
for inter-domain scheduling: a sheduling and routing strategy which is able
to perform inter-domain scheduling and routing (e.g., AV-Closest with Avg as
abstraction schedules 62% intra-domain and 38% inter-domain), outperforms in
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Figure 9: Comparison of network blocking for the different network information abstraction
methods for Star abstraction with, Closest scheduling and AV routing

terms of blocking every possible routing and scheduling strategy which schedules
requests only intra-domain.

5.4. FM vs Star for the network-intensive scenario

We compare performance metrics for FM with those from Star aggregation.
Above, we have concluded that AV routing together with Closest scheduling
achieves minimum service blocking (together with Avg abstraction for Star).
Hence we compare those strategies on service blocking, end-to-end setup time
and network control plane load in Fig. 10. The setup time has three contribu-
tions:

1. Time required to exchange control messages.

2. Time required to compute the path

3. Time required to configure the optical devices. For this we have used
50ms, which is the worst case scenario for mirco-eletromechanical system
(MEMS) cross-connects configurations [40].

As expected, Fig. 10a shows that the increased connectivity information for
each border node seems to be beneficial as FM has a lower blocking probability
than Star (between 2 and 14 times smaller). The time to compute a path
however, is much smaller for Star then FM , which can be seen in Fig. 10b: Star
computes its paths about 3.5 times faster. However, Star computes suboptimal
paths which are about 10% longer than the paths computed by FM . Hence, the
decrease in computation time is outweighed by the extra time needed to set up
the longer path: FM is able to set up a path in about 6% less time. In addition,
these longer paths also increase the number of the OSPF Label State Updates
(LSU) that need to be exchanged, which increases complexity for the network
control plane: on average 24% more LSU messages are needed (see Fig. 10d).
Concluding, (i) the increased service blocking ratio, (ii) the longer paths which
are computed, (iii) the associated longer setup times and, (iv) the increased
network control plane load turn the Star aggregation as a redundant technique
for a network-intensive scenario. The scalability motivation (reduced number
of virtual links in the aggregated topology) is nullified as the time needed to set
up a path is still larger than the more complex FM technique.
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the parent PCE and child PCE modules for
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Figure 10: This figure compares the network blocking, end-to-end setup times, average path
length and the average number of LSU messages exchanged between the parent PCE and
its children for AV-Closest (and Avg information abstraction for Star). FM leads to lower
network blocking, shorter paths, lower end-to-end setup times and a reduction in network
control plane load for the network-intensive scenario.
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5.5. Computing-intensive scenario
In the computing-intensive scenario, we increase the number of servers de-

manded per request from 1 to 15. Here, situations may occur where there is
not enough IT capacity and hence both network and IT blocking may occur.
Our simulations point out that some of the conclusions drawn for the network-
intensive scenario, also apply here: (i) for both Star and FM , AV routing is
the best routing mechanism, (ii) Closest is still the best scheduling strategy for
Star , (iii) Avg information abstraction for Star is still the best strategy and
(iv) inter-domain scheduling shows to decrease service blocking compared to a
scenario where only intra-domain scheduling is performed.

However, the relation between scheduling strategies changes for FM , which
can be observed in Fig. 11, where we show the amount of blocking due to
insufficient network (network blocking, Fig. 11a) and IT resources (IT blocking,
Fig. 11b). The sum is the total blocking.

We see in Fig. 11c that up to 18.5 Erlang, L-Min achieves lowest total
blocking, but for higher loads L-max is best. This is attributed to the fact, that
in a low load scenario L-max computes longer paths to distant IT-S, leading to
a higher network blocking ratio (see Fig. 11a). Hence, L-max achieves a lower
computational resource load than L-Min and Closest (requests are blocked) and
consequently, the moment where L-Min and L-max attain the same IT resource
load is different (e.g., L-max reaches an average IT resource load of 87% at 24
Erlang, while L-Min reaches this at 20 Erlang). Since in higher load scenarios,
L-max has more available IT capacity, it attains lower IT blocking and because
the contribution of IT blocking to the total blocking is dominant, it also attains
lower total blocking.

When comparing Star and FM in terms of service blocking in Fig. 12a, we see
that Star with Closest scheduling has about the same service blocking figures as
FM with Closest scheduling. Indeed, Closest scheduling is not the best strategy
for FM (as it achieves high IT blocking values). When comparing Star -Closest
(best choice for Star aggregation) with FM with L-max scheduling however,
we see that FM is again able to lower its service blocking ratio noticeably.
Nevertheless, this intelligent scheduling of FM comes at a price, as shown in
Fig. 12. To achieve the decrease in service blocking, FM - L-max computes
longer paths (as shown in Fig. 12c) which comes at two extra costs: (i) a longer
setup time (longer paths) for FM - L-max with higher computing time leads to a
higher end-to-end setup time (see Fig. 12b) and (ii) more network control plane
load as more LSU messages need to be sent to the parent PCE module.

Comparing FM - Closest with Star - Closest , we observe that they attain
about the same blocking ratio. FM however, is able to reduce the path length
compared to Star which balances out the time required to compute the path:
when enforing Closest scheduling Star has only 2.21 % faster end-to-end setup
times. Consequently, when fast setup times are required, the operator has two
options: (1) run FM - L-max and Star - Closest in parallel and choose which
abstraction method to choose based on the setup time requirements or (2) run
FM - L-max and schedule using the Closest strategy when the setup time re-
quirements are important.
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network-intensive scenario computing-intensive scenario

S
ta
r

• Closest scheduling

• AV routing

• AVG abstraction

• Closest scheduling

• AV routing

• AVG abstraction

F
M

• Closest scheduling

• AV/SP routing

• L-max scheduling

• AV routing

S
ta
r

v
s.

F
M

• FM computes better paths
in terms of service blocking

• Due to suboptimal paths,
the reduction in computa-
tion time of Star is nulli-
fied and FM has faster setup
times.

• FM - L-max reduces service
blocking the most

• FM - L-max has higher
setup times than Star
Closest and FM - Closest ,
which correspond in service
blocking and setup time.

Table 5: This table summarizes the best scheduling, routing and information abstraction
techniques per aggregation method and scenario in terms of service blocking. The last line
sums up the conclusions for the comparison between FM and Star per scenario.
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(a) Network blocking.
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(b) IT Blocking
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(c) Total blocking

Figure 11: The network, IT and total blocking for FM with AV routing. Although Closest
and L-Min achieve the minimal network blocking, IT blocking is relatively high. L-max is
able to reduce the IT blocking penalty, which is reflected in the total blocking figures.

6. Conclusion

Today, we observe an evolution to network-based service offerings, where
applications are pushed further into the network and increasingly rely on in-
terworking of many distributed components: the cloud computing paradigm.
Given the increasing adoption of the cloud ideas (cf. IaaS, PaaS, SaaS), in both
the consumer, business and even academic spaces, service providers are con-
fronted with more stringent and/or demanding network requirements (in terms
of bandwidth, latency) as well as the need to incorporate IT resources in their
offering. Therefore, it becomes essential that the service management system
is able to manage both network and IT resources in a coordinated way. This
paper proposes a set of extensions to the well know Generalized Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (GMPLS) and Path Computation Element (PCE)-based Net-
work Control Plane for an optical, multi-domain routing scenario. The NCP+
is aware of the data centers attached to its network and is able to compute
anycast paths to one of these IT end points. Our proposed NCP+ architec-
ture provides protocol extensions to disseminate IT information, and includes
enhanced topology information aggregation schemes and joint network and IT
resource selection and allocation policies. We have evaluated these schemes and
policies using simulation with general conclusions summarized in Table 5. We
have demonstrated that for a scenario where applications have very strict net-
work but flexible IT requirements, FM abstraction performs best in terms of
service blocking, end-to-end setup times and added network control plane load.
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Figure 12: Comparing FM and Star on total blocking, end-to-end setup time, average path
length and network control plane load with Closest scheduling, AV routing and Avg informa-
tion for the computing-intensive scenario. FM still achieves lower total blocking, but cannot
achieve lower end-to-end setup times then Star .
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However, in a scenario where IT requirements are dominant, running both algo-
rithms in parallel could lead to an improvement in service blocking and end-to-
end setup time. Future work includes an investigation in an adaptive approach:
either using Star or FM depending on the IT vs. network load.
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